






A new model for anyon is proposed, which exhibits the classical analogue of the quantum
phenomenon - Zitterbewegung. The model is derived from existing spinning particle
model and retains the essential features of anyon in the non-relativistic limit.
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In this Letter, we present a new Spinning Particle Model (SPM) in 2+1-dimensions,
which is capable of producing a classical analogue of the well-known quantum phenomenon
- Zitterbewegung [1]. Recently it has been demonstrated [2], in the context of existing
SPM of anyon [3, 4], that this oscillation in 2+1-dimensions is a gauge artifact and can be
gauged away with appropriate gauge xing. Hence this eect was thought to be reserved
for 3+1-dimensional particles. We will show that in a close variant of the established
SPM this eect can indeed show up, while the new model retains the essential anyonic
characteristics of the parent model, under certain plausible approximations. Also the
present scheme can pave the way for simulating various interactions.
Our starting model is relativistic, but for greater transparancy we have gauge xed
the reparametrization invariance, thus losing manifest relativistic covariance. The nal
results are obtained in the low energy and heavy particle limit. We have closely followed
the classic work of Barut and Zanghi [5] in spirit. The analysis is carried through in the
Lagrangean framework.
It should be pointed out that after the original success of Chern-Simons construction
[6] of anyon, theorists are more and more opting for the SPMs of anyon [7]. Removal of the
Chern-Simons statistical gauge eld and the induced "side eects" [8] in the former option
has remained a long standing problem, whereas the economical and direct approach in
the latter framework [7, 4] has obvious attractions.
Let us briefly describe the parent anyon model [4],
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where S is the relativistic spin. These relations ensure the generic "rigid" dynamics,












) +  M2; (2)
and nally replace the inverse auxiliary eld  ,




)A − (AA) +M
2 ; (3)
A being another auxiliary eld. From the equations of motion, we rewrite L as
L = − _xp −
1
2
S −  (p
2 −M2); (4)
where we have renamed p = −
@L
_x








However, an equivalent and more convenient form of Lagrangean is the following [3],




(n2 + 1)− 1(pn
)− 2(pP
)− (p2 −M2): (5)
Note that the canonically conjugate spin variables (n; P), together with the constraints
coupled to the multipliers , 1 and 2, are lumped into the previous non-canonical
conjugate variables ( ; S). The details are provided in [4].
It should be pointed out that two denitions of total angular momentum,
−(x





are equivalent as far as angular momentum algebra and constraints are concerned. How-
ever, due to the involved Dirac Bracket algebra, on the constraint surface, a direct iden-
tication between −nP  and −J
pp
p2
is not allowed with reference to the full gauge
invariant sector [9]. The former relation is the natural choice for (5), whereas the latter
relation agrees with the relations derived from (1).
The system of equations of motion and constraints resulting from (5) can be solved
easily to yield,
_x = −2p; _p = 0; _n = 0; _P  = n; 1 = 2 = 0: (6)
The multipliers  and  corresponding to the rst class constraints remain undetermined.
The natural choice of gauge, x0 =  (proper time) gives  = −
1
2p0




 + constant, consistent with the free motion with constant velocity
[3].
This analysis clearly shows that in this model, any oscillation in the x- coordinate has
to be trivial, since for the conventional parametrization of x0 as above, it is absent.
Our aim is to modify (5) judiciously such that in the same gauge as above, (ie. x0 = ),
an extra oscillation is superimposed on the free motion of xi. But at the same time it is
imperative to enforce the constraints present in (5), so that the spinning particle properties
are preserved. The new Lagrangean is,
Lz = L− a
Pnp; (7)
where a is a numerical parameter.
The Lagrangean equations corresponding to (p; x; P; n) are respectively,






_P  = n + 1p
 − aPp: (8)
Notice that the four constraints connected to ; ; 1 and 2 remain unchanged. Using
the equations of motion, time persistance of the constraints on the constraint surface,
determines 1 = 0, (from
d(pP)
d







Time derivatives of the remaining constraints are identically satised.
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(1 + 2P0 + aijP
inj): (9)






Finally we restrict ourselves to the non-relativistic limit, pi
M
 0 and p0  M , which
makes 2  0. Incorporating all the above informations into (8), we obtain,
_xi  −2pi − an0
ijPj ; _P





In the above set of equations, we can still drop the -term, (since it contains pi whereas
the other term in the _Pi equation has M), and reduce   −
1
2p0
, (since in the _xi equation
we neglect j api
M







i  −aMijPj : (12)
Clearly the behaviour of the spin variable Pi is reminiscent of the Barut-Zanghi construc-
tion [5]. Rewriting the Pi equations in terms of P = Pi  iP2, we nd P¨ = −(aM)2P,
which introduces an oscillatory term of frequency aM in the _xi equation. Note that the
frequency depends on M in the correct way. This is the Zitterbewegung we were looking
for.
There are other interesting applications in our proposed modication in (7). The a
term in (7) can be treated as an interaction term by replacing one of the particle degrees
of freedom by an external c-number function eld or by a suitable combination of another
particle’s coordinates. The equations of motion will obviously change. The advantage
of the present scheme is that at every step one can adjust the parameters so that the
fundamental anyonic behaviour is kept intact as much as possible.
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